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DNA MIXTURES

✓ Identify DNA mixtures

Multiple loci with >2
peaks (exclude PCR

artifacts such as stutter,

non-template addition,

etc. and CE artifacts such

as spikes, pull-ups)

Imbalanced
2-peak loci (in

mixtures from

relatives

sharing alleles

or very partial

profiles no >2

peak loci may

be found)

Imbalanced signal for sex
Chromosomes (exclude

aneuploidies, e.g. 47,XXY)

Clayton et al., FSI 1998



Probability of exclusion (PE) a.k.a. Random man not excluded (RMNE)

✓ Probability that a randomly chosen individual will carry at least one

allele not present in the DNA mixture

A1  A2   A3

pA1 = 0.1

pA2 = 0.1

pA3 = 0.1

q = 0.7

PE = 2pq + q2 = 1 - p2 = 0.91

PEn = 1- [(1-PE1) x (1-PE2)…x (1-PEn)]

• it doesn’t require an a priori definition of the number of

contributors to the stain

• it doesn’t require prior knowledge of the suspect’s genotype

• it can’t take account of stochastic events (drop out), so it’s use is

limited to unambiguous STR profiles



LR – unrestricted combinatorial approach 

✓ Hp («prosecution hypothesis»): the suspect contributed to the stain

✓ Hd («defense hypothesis»): the suspect did not contribute to the

stain

A1  A2   A3

pA1 = 0.1

pA2 = 0.1

pA3 = 0.1

A1/A2 + A1/A3

A1/A2 + A2/A3

A1/A2 + A3/A3

A1/A3 + A1/A2

A1/A3 + A2/A3

A1/A3 + A2/A2

A2/A3 + A1/A2

A2/A3 + A1/A3

A2/A3 + A1/A1

A1/A1 + A2/A3

A2/A2 + A1/A3

A3/A3 + A1/A2

2pA1pA2 x 2pA1pA3

2pA1pA2 x 2pA2pA3

2pA1pA2 x pA32

2pA1pA3 x 2pA1pA2

2pA1pA3 x 2pA2pA3

2pA1pA3 x pA22

2pA2pA3 x 2pA1pA2

2pA2pA3 x 2pA1pA3

2pA2pA3 x pA12

pA12 x 2pA2pA3

pA22 x 2pA1pA3

pA32 x 2pA1pA2

In general, the minimal
number of contributors
required to explain the mixed
profile (i.e. max 4 alleles = 2
contributors, max 6 alleles = 3
contributors., etc.) is the one
that maximizes the probability
of the evidence under both
Hp and Hd

It can be expanded to include drop 

out /drop in events

(semicontinuous models)

• It needs an a priori definition of the number

of contributors

• It needs the STR profile of the suspect

Let’s assume 2 contributors with suspect’s

profile A2/A2

✓ Hp = 1 x 2pA1pA3

✓ Hd = 12pA1pA2pA3 (pA1 + pA2 + pA3)

✓ LR = 1 / 6pA2 (pA1 + pA2 + pA3) = 5,55



A1  A2   A3

LR  - restricted combinatorial approach

✓ It takes account of peak height

✓ It assumes that (within loci) peak heights obtained through PCR

are proportional to the initial DNA inputs of the contributors

Let’s assume again a 2 contributors mixture with suspect’s profile

A2/A2 at locus A.

Additional locus B provide further information regarding DNA ratios

between the two contributors (in this example 1:1)

Locus A

Locus B

✓ Hp = 1 x 2pA1pA3

✓ Hd = 2pA22 (4pA1pA3 + 1)

✓ LR = 1 / 6pA22 = 16,66

A1/A2 + A1/A3

A1/A2 + A2/A3

A1/A2 + A3/A3

A1/A3 + A1/A2

A1/A3 + A2/A3

A1/A3 + A2/A2

A2/A3 + A1/A2

A2/A3 + A1/A3

A2/A3 + A1/A1

A1/A1 + A2/A3

A2/A2 + A1/A3

A3/A3 + A1/A2

2pA1pA2 x 2pA1pA3

2pA1pA2 x 2pA2pA3

2pA1pA2 x pA32

2pA1pA3 x 2pA1pA2

2pA1pA3 x 2pA2pA3

2pA1pA3 x pA22

2pA2pA3 x 2pA1pA2

2pA2pA3 x 2pA1pA3

2pA2pA3 x pA12

pA12 x 2pA2pA3

pA22 x 2pA1pA3

pA32 x 2pA1pA2

But It can be expanded to 

include drop out /drop in events 

(continuous models)

✓ It can be done through approximation, or by more robust

methods that calculate least squares residuals across loci

✓ It is hampered by expected allele imbalance in degraded

DNA



“Deconvoluting” a mixed stain

✓ “If a sample contains a predominance of one

individual’s DNA, that individual’s DNA profile

may be determined”
Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM)

Interpretation Guidelines

✓ “The conclusion of a major DNA profile from a

single contributor in a mixed stain shall only be

drawn if a peak height ratio of at least 4:1 (major

vs minor component) is observed across all

heterozygous DNA systems. In this case, the major

DNA profile can be considered equivalent to

that of a stain originating from a single person,

and all calculations can be performed

accordingly”
German Stain Commission

✓ For “second level” searches DNA profiles must

be single source. A mixed DNA profile can be

considered single source if a peak height ratio of

at least 3:1 (major vs minor component) is

observed across all heterozygous DNA systems
Italian DNA database DPR 7 april 2016 n 87

X:Y ratio ~11:1

female:male ratio ~5:1



2000 Low copy number (LCN) DNA – «biological model»

✓ authors demonstrate that by increasing PCR cycle number (from standard

~28 up to 34) DNA profiles could be obtained even from PCR DNA input

templates < 100 pg (LCN-DNA). Above 34 cycles no evident benefit could be

seen due to loss of polymerase processivity

✓ LCN-DNA analysis is associated with specific interpretation challanges: risk of

allele imbalance leading to possible drop out; risk of «contamination» (drop in);

increase in stutter ratio

✓ Stochastic events (drop-out, drop-in) can be dealth with through replication

of results

✓ Apparent mis-matches between crime-stain and a suspect DNA profile do

not necessarily result in an exclusion

Following papers also suggested that also

extension of electrokinetic injection time

could be beneficial in LCN-DNA analysis

by increasing peak height and thus

reducing drop-out occurrence



A consensus profile is built by reporting only alleles that are duplicated in PCR

replicates

• in the provided example allele 25 at locus FG is not reported (drop-in)

• For loci in which a single allele is duplicated (TH0, D18) it cannot be

excluded that any allele (F) have dropped out from the genotype

• For loci of such type (TH0, D8), whenever the suspect is heterozygous with

an allele in common with the stain’s duplicated allele, he should not be

excluded as contributor and the LR calculated as 1 / 2p (where p is the

population frequency of the allele observed in the stain)

✓ The biological model was developed in order to facilitate reporting of

LCN-DNA profiles in the absence of software solutions which came later.

✓ Authors provided a statistical demonstration that validated the biological

model, but that was cumbersome from practical casework in the absence

of dedicated software.



2010 Low template (LT) DNA – towards a fully «statistical model»

✓ the likely magnitude of stochastic events does not depend from the

estimated quantity of DNA input in PCR, but from the actual peak height

observed in epgs (in general, the smaller the peak height, the higher the risk

that stochastic events occurred in the DNA profile)



peak

Analytical threshold (AT9 or limit

of detection (LDT) signal below

AT/LDT is background noise

Stochastic threshold (ST):

highly unlikely that a locus

showing a peak above ST will be

affected by drop out

Stochastic events 

(allele drop out, allele 

drop in)

When do I need to 

expect drop out?

When at an homozygous 

locus (single donor stains) 

or at any locus (in mixed 

stain) peaks below 

stochastic threshold

are preservedCan be empirically derived 

(e.g.average noise level + 3 SD)



✓ Pr of drop in can be empirically calculated (e.g. counting the occurrende

of peaks >LOD in PCR negative controls in a set of experiments); ~5% is a

good operative estimate.

✓ Pr of drop out for any given peak height can be mathematically derived

(e.g. by logistic regression through a set of experiments using series of

samples of known genotypie and of varying quantity). See Gill et al.

Forensic Sci Int Genet 2012 provided as supplementary material.

Drop out of partner allele observed

No drop out of partner allele

✓ According to the present example,

a ST of 200 rfu, above which the risk

of drop out is negligible can be

empirically set

✓ STR profiles with all peaks > 200 rfu

can be analyzed disregarding drop

out risk



2010 Low template (LT) DNA – towards a fully «statistical model»

✓ while the consensus approach tries to infer genotypes from replicates, the

statistical model assesses the probability of DNA profiles under Hp and Hd from

all possible genotypes, taking stochastic events (drop-in, drop-out) into

account

✓ extension of the model to multiple replicates and mixed samples is

straightforward

✓ dedicated software that overcomes the simplified consensus strategy is

becoming available



2012

2016



In a fully binary model, were

an allele is rather present or 

not present (Pr drop out = 0), 

then RMP (and LR) = 0

In a fully probabilistic model

the probability of the 

prosecutor’s hypothesis is

A simple solution is the “2p rule”: admitting the

possibility of drop out, the stain can carry any

allele F (with frequency F=1)

2papF = 2pa

LR = 1 /2pa

Statistical (probabilistic) model 

to approach LT-DNA



Pr of no drop out 

Pr of drop out 

Pr of no drop in 

1) aa, no locus 

drop out*, no 

drop in

2) aQ, no drop out of 

heterozygous genotype, 

drop out of heterozygous 

genotype, no drop in 

3) QQ’ (with Q ≠ a and Q ≠ 

Q’), drop out of both alleles 

of heterozygous genotype, 

drop in of allele a

4) QQ, locus drop 

out*, drop in of allele 

a

2p rule

Semicontinuous model (peak height not incorporated in the model) 

* ~ Pr(D)2



Semicontinuous model (peak height not incorporated in the model) 

✓ the same model can be extended to mixed DNA profiles

✓ Commercial and open source dedicated software available



✓ LR values can be calculated for any Pr drop out, ranging from 0 to 100%

✓ A range of most likely Pr of drop out can be derived from the empirical

distribution of the drop-out probability conditioned on the expected number

of alleles observed relative to the genotype of the hypothesised contributors

Hp: suspect + 1 unknown

Hd: 2 unknowns



3 persons mixture (victim’s DNA is assumed to be present in the stain) with 33

distinct alleles

51

50

49
drop

out

5%-95% percentile



Continuous model (peak height incorporated in the model) 

✓ the same model can be extended to mixed DNA profiles

✓ Commercial and open source dedicated software available



AT

The shaded area corresponds to the drop out probability, that will change

according to genotype and model parameters shaping the gamma distribution



for a single heterozygote allele (without degradation)

Software finds the combination 

of model parameters that 

maximizes the likelihood of 

observing the actual peak heght 

in the stain sample under each 

(Hp and Hd) hypotheses and 

thus provides LR of Hp/Hd

coefficent of variation for a single heterozygote allele (without 

degradation)

Set by the analyst after epg inspection

Analyst can choose to includine/exclude/combine stutter, degradation and

drop-in in the model


